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Correspondence from Germany 
---------- 

(By Mathews Hanschko) 

Post 107 near Spremberg, April 20
th
, 1913 

 

Worthy Readers of th Volksblatt in 

faraway Texas! 

 Following the strong freeze about 

which I wrote in my last correspondence, 

we’ve been having warm and dry weather 

and the cuckoo already sounds its melodic 

call. As I have previously stated in 1903, 

the cuckoo presents itself already in April; 

we hear him, initially, calling from the 

distant forest and then he also appears in 

the villages. The female does not call but 

lays her eggs in the nests of other birds and 

has them do the hatching. The cuckoo is 

about the size of a dove but has the 

appearance of a hawk and is grey with 

long narrow wings, yellow legs, a long 

round tail and a curved beak….  

 The house and commercial buildings of 

the farmer Johann Hantscho of Spremberg 

burned down completely along with 7 head 

of livestock. Hantscho and his family 

escaped through the window. Johann 

Hantscho corresponded for some time for 

the “Giddings Deutsches Volksblatt”…. 

 The new town hall in Weisswasser was 

dedicated. I will send a festive news 

release about it….  
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To cover “Incidents,” I will let Ernst 

Heiter present his witty poem as it appears 

in the “Spremberger Anzeiger:” 

  “When we think that the lovely peace 

has been strengthened more and more we 

are frequently subjected to some great 

illusion; a single incident will pull us out 

of our dreams and will awaken outrage and 

wrath and a lot of warlike sentiment! Such 

an incident has occurred again in the land 

of France because they have, with 

badmouthing and shaming, attacked two 

Germans there; oh, the mob’s rage was 

immense, as the two, without usurping, 

were still sitting in “Tingel – Tangel”! And 

then they leisurely moved toward the 

railroad waiting room but this walk did not 

go friendly and the numbers increased; 

both were roughly cursed at and it was not 

only the mob; the “last of the elitists” 

regrettably also face the hatred of 

Germans. Even the Zeppelin aberration 

turned earth sultry and brought much babel 

to peaceful Luneville; the French 

hospitality did not extend very far in this 

case, as well: namely, the civilians 

exposed themselves to be Chauvinists! 

Incidents become alarming during times 

when the bells are chiming for peace 

because they become the nasty source 

from which new conflicts arise. Thus, 

while such is not foreign to us, the German 

Michel will provide, for himself, a strong 

coat of arms since that impresses the most! 

Otherwise, peace rings forth these days in 

many places and no battles are being 

fought: Even Montenegro is yielding; 

Nikita, the brave hero, in the end, will take 

money for land; Peace will be accepted if 

there are no incidences! Suddenly and out 

of the norm there is another sound heard 

throughout the land. Even the most recent 

period of frost became a nasty incident 

because it has destroyed much of the 

blooming glory regardless of what should 

have been and the spring which was 

courted early has now had its records 

tainted! All nasty incidents come 

unforeseen and the worst can evolve from 

a single bagatelle; but the most important 

thing on this earth is to maintain calm. If 

we keep it, things will move along nicely – 

without it, things will get nasty!   

Ernst Heiter   
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